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Fall Coloring
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Gentleman,

If you are like myself you have probably had a busy summer, and with the weather we have
had, sitting in the basement was one of the last things I had on my mind. It was pool side,
BBQs, family and friends all summer long. Now that the temps have dropped from the 90s into
a warm and balmy mid 70s and the nights are getting a little cooler, I have made several
attempts to get back to the bench. Whenever I have been away for awhile it always reminds
me of the scene in the movie where the builder, inventor or hero heads to their long forgotten
workshop to resurrect the dream that they were working on. Unfortunately I am a modeler and
there are usually several projects that lay looking up at me asking if it is their time to be
finished and put to life. The problem is plowing ahead on a started project or start another.
I have found that sometimes it is good to just pick up any of the projects and just work on them
until one clicks and I can see the end in sight. This sometimes is the best tactic, but there are
times when I find that I will get a project almost completed and know that I just don’t like how it
has turned out. The color is off, there is some unrepairable blemish, or it just does not have
any pop factor. I don’t know how to correct this other than finish and use it as a learning tool or
test bed. It does feel like a waste sometimes, but I also think that is the magic of modelling. I
have built countless kits and painted different colors, themes and schemes and yet there are
times when it just does not come together. Does it mean I am a bad modeler, for the most part
no, I think more often than not I ignored a gut instinct in the beginning thinking the model
would turn out better in the end. Often we do pull a rabbit out of the hat, but I have found that
being patient and making sure that each step is how we want it is how to make an excellent
model. Make sure the build is clean. Make sure the colors you picked out are the ones you
want. Sometimes the colors recommended are not the best, maybe they should be a shade
darker or lighter. In real life an armored vehicle would want to be as drab and unrecognizable
as possible. In the modeling game it has to look drab and snazzy. Not an easy feat to pull off. I
will not get into the whole to weather heavy or not argument. What I can say is that whether
you start a new project this fall or work on an old one, it is that time of year when we can sit in
the basement guilt free and do what we love the most. The mental yoga that is modeling.

Keep the ideas flowing and glue sticking. Happy Modeling.
Ian
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Horch 108 in 1/72 (1+1 Heavy Uniform Personnel Vehicle Type
40 All Weather Configuration)
By Jan Etal from the Armorama Website.
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Introduction

As part of Germany's rearmament program, there was a
need for various transport vehicles. Initially it took the
form of buying commercially based vehicles for military
usage. The vast diversity of makes taken on to the
inventory, and the associated maintenance and spares
supply problem meant that an immense inventory of
spare parts was needed. Once the big armament program
got under way, it was decided in 1934 to replace the range
of commercially based chassis with a new range of
standardized chassis types. The Horch 108 1b,
represented by this kit, was introduced in 1938 and was
produced by a joint Auto-Union/Horch venture. By 1940
the chassis had been simplified considerably, and the
Berlin Ford factory was also by then engaged in its
production.
Production of Auto-Union/Horch heavy cars (schwerer
personenkraftwagen) ceased in 1941 but they remained in
service throughout World War II. They were among the
most common of German vehicles on every front. The
Auto-Union/Horch on the heavy passenger car chassis was
used in several roles and configurations. According to one
source, overall production of all versions was 10036, with
Horch producing 8135 and Ford 1901.
Source: Kraftfahrzeuge und Panzer der Reichswehr,
Wehrmacht und Bundeswehr: Katalog der deutschen
Militärfahrzeuge von 1900 bis 1982: Werner Oswald:
Bücher
The subject of this review is Dragon Models 1/72 Armor
Pro 1 1 Heavy Uniform Personnel Vehicle Type 40, kit
#7421.
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Contents
Being a Dragon 1 1 kit, the box contains
everything necessary to build two complete
vehicles. Parts for the kit are contained in five
plastic bags. Provided are two individually
wrapped main vehicle bodies moulded in light
grey styrene (Sprue C), two similarly encased
sprues of clear styrene (Sprue A) and two large
sprues, also in grey plastic, that contain the bulk
of the kit parts (Sprue B). On the standard
Dragon accessory card can be found two small
photo-etch frets (MA-2) and one small sheet of
Cartograph decals. A total of 53 parts make up
each vehicle and no unused parts are present.
Also included is a four sided instruction card
with one page of sprue parts layout and two
pages of build diagrams. These diagrams are in
the form of exploded view line drawings. The
last page provides painting and marking options
for one Eastern Front unidentified grey coloured
vehicle with a whitewash camouflage.
Review
Initial inspection of the sprues reveals that the
parts are moulded with extremely crisp and fine
detail. There are no sink holes, and ejector pin
marks are only present in areas that will be
mostly hidden after assembly. Flash is virtually
nonexistent and the majority of moulding seam
lines are light and should be easily removed
with a scraping of a sharp hobby knife.
Sprue connection points (gates) are generally
good but a few may prove problematic due to
their location. Many of the smaller parts have
equally small gates to them but will require care
with their removal because of their size and
delicate nature.
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The only external stowage is a shovel that is moulded on the
body side. External fittings such as headlights, Notek light, side
mirrors and towing hooks contain beautiful details considering
their sizes. Inexplicably, while the vehicle interior floor has a
wonderfully represented tread-plate pattern on it, there is a
total lack of any door or other side details.
The Cartograph water-slide decals provide marking for this
vehicle. They are extremely generic and ideally could be used for
a vehicle on any front. Unfortunately, markings for these
vehicles will prove frustrating for the majority of modellers.
These decals are provided for with blank white plates and then
individual numbers and letters to make up your own. These are
absolutely tiny and will prove awkward to individually place and
get lined up. I think that while one or two modellers will love
this, more will find it very frustrating and look for an alternative
option.
The colour references provided are for the GSI Creos Corp
Aqueous Hobby Color, the same company’s Mr. Color and
Model Master enamels.
Build Observations
The instructions are broken down into four individual steps with
a varying parts count in each. The first three steps are extremely
busy and each consists of a number of subassemblies. As always,
it’s best for the builder to review the instructions to determine
the most logical building sequence.
Step One consists of three subassemblies that focus on creating
the extremely intricate front and rear suspension components.
The assembly labeled as “1A” deals with the front segment
while “1B” relates to the rear. The builder should be forewarned
that these assemblies are rather complex and some parts (B9,
B10) are extremely fragile. Removing them from the sprue will
take time and care so as to not break or distort them. Sadly,
mating features related to these steps are far from satisfactory.
They involve issues such as pins or holes either too small or too
large for their mating components that can result in a sloppy
alignment when one tries to mate all the pieces together.
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One major issue arises with the upper control arms of both front and back suspensions. There are four pieces
involved and all are marked in the instructions and on the sprue as B7. In reality, these parts are suspension
specific with two having mating features for the front suspension and two for the rear. The B7 parts having two
pins present on their end are meant for the rear component while the ones with a long tab are to fit 2015
on the
front. This situation is further compounded by the fact that the front B7 locating slot is far too long for the tab
meant to fit in it.
It is also during this step that the front suspension is attached to the front chassis/body component B14. An
engine firewall (B15) will also be added to complete this subassembly.
Step Two is the mating of the two front and rear suspension pieces to the main vehicle body. The fit of both
were not perfect and required some judicious sanding.
Other parts indicated to be fitted during this step are the exhaust system pieces, rear towing pintle and the side
spare tires. There were no issues with fit here other than I chose to not fit the spare tires until after painting.
During Step Three the bulk of the remaining interior and exterior body parts are attached. There is no definite
assembly order even implied in the instructions. It will be up to the individual builder to determine what is most
sensible. It seems most logical to initially place the two PE pieces that represent the centre and rear floors as a
first step. This operation went without a major issue and the fit was nothing short of perfect. One minor thing to
note is to position the centre floor plate so it will not interfere when the rear seats are attached.
The next step to be done was adding the interior detail pieces. The front dashboard (B24) requires a little
sanding on its ends to fit into its locating slots in the hull sides. The gearshift bottom plate also needed some
light sanding to properly fit in the depression in the floor meant for it.
The front seats are side specific with B29 being the driver's seat and B30 the front passenger. Small pins and
tabs fit into a depression with holes in it and required some judicious sanding to sit properly. The middle bench
seat (B26) fits rather snugly and some effort may be required to get it positioned. The rearmost seat is shown in
position in the drawing but there are no reference numbers associated with it. As it was the last seat-like part
on the sprue it was not too difficult to deduce that it is labeled as B25 on the sprue.
Other than its small size, the parking brake lever (B23) fit fine. The steering wheel shaft B20 was a bit fiddly to fit
as it’s locating depression was partly obscured by the dashboard. With the steering wheel glued on, attention
can be focused on the remaining external fittings.
Fit of the external pieces varied from the front bumper needing it’s attachment points sanded a bit to the
headlights fitting perfectly into their locating holes. The Notek lamp locating hole needed a bit of widening and
the passenger side width marker required its locating hole to be drilled out from the bottom.
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The final part placement for this step was the attaching of the side markers, one with a mirror (B19)
and the other with a searchlight (B18). A small problem here may cause some confusion for some
builders. On the box top picture and CAD images on the box side, as well as in the instruction
drawings, the searchlight (B18) on the passenger side is shown with its lens facing forward. The 2015
way
the part is moulded the lens must face towards the rear or its orientation will be incorrect.
Step Four is the attaching of the windshield and canvas top with side windows. The windshield (A2)
will need to be slightly bent to fit into its two locating holes on either side of the front passenger
compartment. Care will need to be taken during this process as not to snap the part in half. The rest
of the top covering (A1) fits quite nicely but required a bit of trimming where a sprue gate attached to
its front portion so that the windshield will sit properly.
Conclusion
Having built and reviewed numerous Dragon kits since my return to the hobby, how to summarize
about this kit has proved quite difficult. It is definitely a wonderful thing to see this prolific vehicle
rendered in Braille Scale. The base vehicle appeared on all fronts in the European theatre in a wide
variety of configurations. With this base kit there is a great potential for not only Dragon but an
adventurous modeller to create many of its variants.
It goes without saying that getting two vehicles in one kit is most welcome. One would think that with
only 53 total parts, this kit should be buildable in no time. However, with their technological
advantages of superior slide-moulding, why the excessively complex and problem prone suspension.
They managed with the same technology to make “child’s play” of the extremely complicated
suspension on their LVT series of vehicles! I have built extremely complex wheeled suspensions in the
past (Revell Luchs 8X8 and Fuchs 6X6) so a complex suspension unit in this scale was not foreign to
me.
Also perplexingly notable is the lack of any kind of interior detail on the vehicle sides or rear,
particularly door outlines, and handles. While this particular variant is meant to have the view in the
passenger area limited with the top on, that won’t be the case if one wishes to leave it off. From
looking at builders’ models of earlier Dragon Horch offerings, it is evident that they also display this
lack of interior detail even though they do not have a closed top option. I am sure that many
modellers will wonder why optional tops (up and down) are not provided with each version of this
vehicle as they often are by other manufacturers.
The bottom line is that this kit will make a great addition to any Braille builders collection.
Recommended but not ideal for beginners or novices.
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Contest Corner

2015
Model of the Year Standings 2016
Greg Henderson

26 points

Alex Mierzejewski

26 points

Ian Dow

24points

Albert Divida

20 points

Jerry Fraske

17 points

Mike Kendel

8 points

Rick Forys

6 points

John Kesner

6 points

Chris Nichols

2 points

Steve Freeman

1 point

Tim Howell

1 point

Jim Ashford

1 point

Juniors
Robert Helms

16 points

Thomas Rye

10 points
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Mess Hall
By Grunty the Magic Pig
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Butternut Squash Ravioli with sautéed baby kale, salted
pecans and pomegranate molasses
Yield: 4 servings. 7 ravioli per person. Approximately 5.5 oz.

Sautéed Baby Kale:
5 oz. Baby kale
1 TBSP EVOO (Extra Virgin Olive Oil)
2 TBSP Butter, diced
½ tsp Garlic, minced
½ Cup Chicken broth, reduced sodium
Pinch Salt
Pinch Black pepper
½ Cup Parmesan curls (garnish)
Pomegranate Molasses:
¾ Cup Pomegranate juice, unsweetened
Toasted Pecans:
¾ Cup Pecans, chopped
1 tsp EVOO (Extra Virgin Olive Oil)
4 ea. Sage, fresh leaves, minced
Pinch Salt
Pinch Pepper
1 tsp Brown sugar
Baby Kale:
Heat oil in a large 12” skillet. Add minced garlic and sauté until lightly golden.
Add the baby kale and toss. Add the chicken broth, butter, salt and pepper. Turn
the heat off and wait for the ravioli.
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Pomegranate Molasses:
Add the fresh pomegranate juice to a small 1 qt. sauce pan. Reduce until a syrup.
Reserve in a warm place.

2015
Toasted Pecans:
Pre-heat oven to 350 degree. Toss the chopped pecans with sage, salt, pepper,
sugar and oil. Spread onto a parchment paper lined sheet pan. Toast in the oven
for 6-8 minutes.
To Serve:
Bring 4 qt. of water to a boil. Add the ravioli and cook for 3-4 minutes or until the
internal temperature is 165 degrees. Add them to the pan of sautéed baby kale
and toss to coat the with butter sauce. Divide the sautéed kale between 4 entrée
plates by placing a small nest in the center of each plate. Arrange 7 ravioli on top
of the kale. Pour any extra butter sauce over the ravioli. Drizzle 1 T of
pomegranate molasses over each plate. Sprinkle pecans and parmesan cheese
curls to garnish.
Buon appetito!
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